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How it works:
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Basics

FiveXnow means exactly what is suggests, it gives participants a Five Times Return on their
first sale.
FiveXNow was developed by ILOCX to help sell the ILO University to qualified Networkers
or social influencers only. If qualified they get a $1800.00 discount on the rate card price of
$2000.00 so they pay $200.00 and automatically become an affiliate with unique URLs and
check out codes allowing them to get paid automatically, directly and immediately on every
sale they direct.
Each sale makes the affiliate $1000.00 Therefore making Five X on the first sale. $200.00 in
and $1000.00 out on the first sale and every other subsequent sale.
On top of this they get to do the course they are selling, making selling it easier and more real
but also teaching them the valuable tools they can use within the ILO eco system bringing
them more income earning opportunities every day.
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# f ivexnow
FIVEX Now is not just a concept to
help us sell ILO University.
It is that and it’s been super
successful. Our marketing team like
to perfect campaigns and initiatives
with our own stuff first.
Five x is a campaign driven affiliate
program that generate sales by
using the age old carrot. A direct
financial benefit... a direct and
immediate benefit to the affiliate in
cash.
Doesn’t usually get any better than
that.

Visit ILO University
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The tech and protocol we have
developed for a FIVEX model includes:

1

A Shopping Cart

Smart Cookies that
ensure even if a person
comes back later and
checks out the affiliate still
gets paid

Payment
Processing

Qualified
Accounting

2

3

4

Affiliate Tools

Check Out Codes

URL Generators

Our Proprietary
Process

such as campaign stats
and monitoring
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# f ivex now
FIVEX was created for ILO University.
A Simple premise: buy the course if
you qualify as either an influencer or
networker at a huge discount and sell it on
for a market rate commission.
We have now packaged the FIVEX tech for
other ILO issuers to use. This allows them
to incentivise their ILOers to sell their
product or service direct in the exact same
way and get paid for doing it.
FIVEX tech can be used for small sales,
large scaled sales, ILOs and franchises.
We are deploying FIVEX tech in multiple
countries at all levels.

Visit ILO University
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Simple Process:

1. Sign up here

2. Complete application to
qualify. and as soon as you are
qualified

3. Pay your $200.00 fee (the
system automatically generates
the $1800.00 discount)

6. Manage your campaigns and
review your statistics, see sales
live, review your wallet balance.

5. Generate sales links inside
the affiliate area, easily and as
many as you want. Start selling
the course

4. Hit the link to your affiliate
area

Remember to check your email for the link to start the ILO university course.
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# f ivexnow
ILO University is the only accredited course for those looking to start
a career in the ILO emerging ILO arena. Get the qualifications you
need to tap into uncapped income and take your seat at the table as
ILOs blow the lid off the capital investment market.
Working as an Agent, Specialist or Active Agent in the ILO field gives
you the freedom to work from anywhere, making money at any time
with limitless potential for both wealth generation and personal
achievement.
Getting a Diploma from ILO University means you can work
autonomously or help innovative and exciting companies raise
uncapped capital in this new and novel way, turning your sales and
market knowledge into an unbridled powerhouse of sales.
Signing up to the ILO University Masterclass not only furnishes you
with a new lifelong career path, but it also gives you $500 once the
course is completed, to invest in ILOs and grow a portfolio of your
own. You can even earn commission recommending the course to
others.

Visit ILO University
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SIX WEEKS TO WEALTH

YOU CAN OWN A PIECE OF A BUSINESS’ REVENUE

In six you weeks you will be at the start of a whole new chapter in
your working life with nothing to hold you back in achieving your
financial goals.

In six you weeks you will be at the start of a whole new chapter in
your All achieved under Commercial Law – no Securities regulations,
costs or compliance. Every quarter, direct royalties reflective of your
ILO company’s revenue, right into your wallet.

YOU CAN MAKE ADDITIONAL INCOME

YOU CAN MAKE THE WORLD A BETTER PLACE

You like and use a certain product or service… What if you could make
money any time you or the people in your network bought it? After
completing the course you’ll be able to sell products or services to
others directly or indirectly for commission.

Bring life-changing tech to far-flung places of the globe or your local
community.

OR YOU CAN MAKE A LIVING

MAKE MONEY FOR LIFE, ASLEEP OR AWAKE

Being an expert in the field of ILOs allows you to act as an Agent,
listing ILOs on behalf of companies for commission and bringing ILOs
to the table yourself, creating personal franchises.

Being an ILO Agent and or Active Seller gives you a job for life.
Entering the ILO arena early puts you streaks ahead of the rest and
ensures you the best opportunities going forward. The only barrier to
a hugely lucrative career on your own terms is the 6 weeks it takes
to complete this course.
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Disclaimer.
This document is offered as an overview and a starting point only
- it should not be used as a single, sole authoritative guide. You
should not consider this as legal guidance. Where matters of legal
compliance are concerned you should always take independent
advice from appropriately qualified individuals or firms.

Copyright.
This material is proprietary to FIVEX and has been furnished on a
confidential and restricted basis. FIVEXhereby expressly reserves
all rights, without waiver, election or other limitation to the full
extent permitted by law, in and to this material and the information
contained therein. Any reproduction, use or display or other disclosure
or dissemination, by any method now known or later developed,
of this material or the information contained herein, in whole or in
part, without the prior written consent of FIVEX Limited is strictly
prohibited.

